
Insights from 12 industry leaders

Designing the 
New Workplace



What does Zendesk's return-to-office strategy look like? What does 
Twitter see as the future of the workplace? 



We asked these questions — and more — to some of today's leading 
workplace innovators. While their responses at times vary, what remains 
a constant is their unified belief that we're all in this together. 



No one in our industry has ever faced the global crisis we face today.  
We all have questions. We all have uncertainties. We are not alone on 
this journey toward a new normal. 



Sharing knowledge with each other is the way forward, because none 
of us can solve for all of the unknowns by ourselves.



It is in that spirit that we're honored to share with you, Designing the 
new workplace: Insights from 12 industry leaders.

In this together
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The return

to office 
strategy
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There is no clear ‘return-to-office’ date. So much of

that depends on schools reopening, children being 
vaccinated, and more. 



But every leader we’ve talked with understands that any 
return-to-office strategy must embrace change. But 
change looks a little different, depending on the company.
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Our lease was ending right when 
the pandemic started so we 
decided to get rid of the office 
until we can actually use a 
space. We will probably set up 
some sort of co-working space 
going forward.

Jennifer Dennard, Co-founder &

COO at Range

We understand folks are working 
from home. What we plan on 
doing is reassessing the need 
afterward.

Izzy Sanchez, Head of Global 
Workplace & Real Estate, Twitch

We have to respond to the 
employees’ desire to work from 
home, and balance it with the 
company's objectives.

Nida Mehtab, Bay Area Lead: 
Workplace Strategy, Experience 
Transformation & Change 
Management, Advanced Workplace 
Associates

The main concerns with coming 
back to the office aren’t 
necessarily the safety in the office. 
It’s transportation and childcare.

Larry Charlip, Vice President of 
Facilities Management & Corporate 
Real Estate, Take-Two
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What they’re saying

“



Identify who really needs to be

at the office



During the past year, Twilio developed a program called 
Open Work. It categorizes employees by job type and 
whether it requires being in the office. They discovered 
less than 5% of their global staff need to be on-site daily. 

Alter your expectations



The office has always been a central part of Twitch’s 
culture. Before the pandemic, utilization across Twitch’s 
portfolio hovered around 65%. Post-pandemic, they’ll be 
surprised if utilization exceeds 55%. 

Make your space more inclusive



Since employees can work from home, you need to give 
them reason to come to the office. CBRE believes there’s 
an opportunity to repurpose existing spaces to promote 
the diversity of your workforce.  For example, some 
employees prefer quiet space. Some prefer noise. Giving 
employees options on where and how they work in the 
office will make them more likely to come.

Be transparent



Many people are hesitant to come back to the office. 
Some don’t feel safe in a shared space. To address this 
concern, Wise sends out weekly email updates to the 
entire org across the globe that details the specific 
safety measurements the company is doing to keep 
employees safe in the office. 

Over-provide space



There are many reasons why someone would want to 
use an office space. To take a meeting. For a quiet break 
from home. For a team huddle. How do you meet those 
various needs? Tracy Wymer of Knoll suggests that 
companies may need to over-provide space to ensure 
employees have access to the space they want, when 
they choose to come in. 
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What  they’re  doing



At a glance
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Earlier in the pandemic, 70% of Take-Two employees 
surveyed believed they didn’t need to go back to the 
office. In 2021, that number is closer to 20%. 20%70%

Before the pandemic, Zendesk was roughly 4% 
remote. Leadership believed the office was 
necessary. Post-pandemic, 40% of Zendesk’s 
workforce will be remote.

40%4%

More than 90% of AWA’s clients are working remote 
and have been working remote since the 
shelter-in-place.

90%
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The consensus
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The early stages of Return-to-Office are volatile. Each geographic 
location is unique. Caseloads, vaccine availability, and local ordinances 
are primary dictators of who returns to the office and when. 



Also, employees’ sentiment on a return-to-office is likely to evolve over 
time. Hybrid work may seem ideal now. This may not be the case one 
year from now. Most workplace leaders believe flexibility and data are 
key to their return-to-work strategy. Know how your employees use 
your space and adjust to those behaviors in real-time. 



“Until we have the real data to tell us and show us, at this point we can 
only make some informed assumptions and be willing to experiment, 
and then we’ll have the data that really drives some hardcore decisions.” 
— Peter Van Emburgh, former Head of Global Real Estate, CBRE.



The flexible 
workplace 
(and seating) 
trend
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Many employees want to come to the office — some of the 
time. Most employees want the option to work from home. 
Companies are flocking to flexible seating as an effective 
way to manage their employees’ shifting relationship with 
the office. But what does “flexible” look like in action? 
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We’re not creating monuments. 
What we’re creating is a platform. 
And hopefully that platform has 
the ability to shift over time.

Tracy Wymer, VP, Workplace Strategy, 
Knoll

Shockingly, across 90 offices, 93% 
of our people said they would not 
go back to the old model [of 
assigned seating].

Peter Van Emburgh, former Head of 
Global Real Estate, CBRE

Post-pandemic, we’re thinking of 
going to an activity-based 
workspace and no one will have 
their own assigned seats.

Liis Reisner, Workplace Project 
Manager, Wise

Pre-pandemic we were very

much 1:1 assigned seating. 
Post-pandemic, we expect about 
75% to be hybrid. We’ll have a 
double-digit percentage of 
full-time remote, and then a really 
small percentage we expect

to be full-time office.

Sameer Pangrekar, Director - Global 
Strategy, Design & Construction, REW, 
Twitter
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What  they’re  saying

“



Design hackable, dynamic spaces



Twilio is converting up to 30% of previously 
desk-occupied square footage into dynamic spaces with 
reconfigurable furniture. This allows employees the option 
to work where and how they prefer to work, depending 
on the project, the day, or their mood.

See the bigger picture



Nida Mehtab is bullish on a flexible workplace. “Live in 
your backpack,” she says. Why? She sees more at play 
here than changing the workplace. She sees hybrid 
work as an opportunity to support sustainable best 
practices — to save the planet. Providing flexible options 
for workers could reduce greenhouse gases by 54 
million tons – the equivalent of taking almost 10 million 
cars (the entire New York State workforce) off the road 
for a year. Offices can also reduce the amount of lighting 
and heating buildings needed. In short, hybrid work can 
help reduce overall carbon emissions.

Keep assigned seating — just 
add more collaborative spaces



All of Take-Two’s global offices have assigned seating. 
That’s not going away anytime soon. Employees and 
business leaders haven't expressed an interest in 
abandoning dedicated spaces. But the workplace team 
is looking to add more collaborative spaces to 
complement these dedicated workstations. 

Design an activity-based 
workplace



Wise is rapidly growing. So even before the pandemic, it 
became clear that their 1:1 employee-to-desk ratio 
wouldn't be scalable. As employees return to the office, 
Wise is looking at designing activity-based workspaces, 
with no assigned seats. Teams will have dedicated 
neighborhoods that they can use as they need, but 
dedicated workstations will no longer exist.
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What  they’re  doing

Bookable by the project



Allowing employees to reserve desks by the hour — or 
even by the day — isn’t always the best approach. Knoll 
believes companies should focus more on how best to 
support active projects — the actual work. This could 
mean teams reserving stations or a space for months at 
a time as they work on a project.

https://globalworkplaceanalytics.com/cut-oil?utm_campaign=Freelancer%20Nurturing%20Series&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz--ywVLqnsMAHOP6QMDW1aY174MSNG6ViiRY055CD6QoH6CTSLSTSz6K-lMzWfVyU_WCoTKr
https://globalworkplaceanalytics.com/cut-oil?utm_campaign=Freelancer%20Nurturing%20Series&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz--ywVLqnsMAHOP6QMDW1aY174MSNG6ViiRY055CD6QoH6CTSLSTSz6K-lMzWfVyU_WCoTKr
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If Izzy Sanchez (Twitch) relied on his reservation 
system for utilization rates, he'd see about 80% 
utilization, but more accurate data revealed closer to 
50% utilization (employees often book desks but 
don’t come in to use them).

50%80%

For now, Zendesk is using a 1:3 desk to employee 
ratio to determine space needs. They expect that 
number to go up to 1:1.5 or 1:1.7, simply because 
employees spend most of their time in meetings

— not at desks.

Nearly every company we’ve talked with who were 
100% assigned before the pandemic are switching to 
100% unassigned. Take-Two is one of the few 
sticking to assigned.

At a glance
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The consensus
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A majority of companies are looking into flexible spaces. What that 
looks like depends on the company. However, most workplace leaders 
realize employees want choice and have proven they can work well 
from home. They also know that the flexible setup they establish today 
may not look the same way six months from now. It's best to go into 
this with an iterative mindset. Let employee behavior dictate design.



Managing 
the shift to 
the flexible 
office

03

After a year of relentless unpredictability, workers may need 
some coaxing to get past the initial shock of a workplace 
that looks and functions differently. Here’s how these 
workplace leaders are managing this transition.
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What they’re saying

Middle management and people 
managers have to do a very 
important job to make their team 
realize they're in this together and 
as long as you’re getting the 
results, work wherever you

want to work.

Nida Mehtab, Bay Area Lead: 
Workplace Strategy, Experience 
Transformation & Change 
Management, Advanced Workplace 
Associates

The traditional way of thinking 
about work has always been 
either/or. Either you work in the 
office, or you work at home. It 
doesn't need to be any either/or 
anymore. It can be an and.

Jen Nguyen, EVP and Head of 
Workplace at RAISE

We want to keep flexibility and 
choice front and center of 
everything that we do. We want 
people to be able to get their work 
done in the way that is the most 
conducive for that individual.

Danielle Newton, Director of Workplace 
Experience, Zendesk

It’s really much more strategic 
about why people use space, and 
what space does to support the 
business.

Devorah Rosner, Senior Manager of 
Global Workforce Operations, Twilio

“



Beta test changes in a small 
number of offices



Devorah Rosner is making significant changes to how 
Twilians work (going from 100% assigned to 100% 
unassigned, for example). Some of these changes won’t 
be rolled out en masse. She’s testing out replacing 
workstations with dynamic spaces featuring 
reconfigurable furniture in a small number of offices.

Respect employees' expectation 
of predictability



Nida Mehtab says change should happen along a curve. 
Employees expect a certain level of predictability. 
Frustration occurs when you don't respect that certain 
expectation. Rather than make drastic changes at once, 
ask yourself, how do I bring employees along this curve?

Focus on complete data



Just because one set of data indicates a behavior, 
doesn’t make it so. For example, occupancy data told 
Twitter that 80% of its desks were used, but a temp 
study suggested most of these spaces were empty. 
The truth was somewhere in between: employees 
were at meetings.
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What they’re doing

Show employees how little time 
they spend at their desks



When initiating an unassigned model pre-pandemic, Izzy 
Sanchez faced immediate pushback. He addressed this 
pushback by asking employees to consider how much 
time they actually spend at their workstations. He used 
data to convey his point and to remove politics from the 
decision to adopt flexible seating.

Focus on choice



Years ago, CBRE launched its Workplace 360 initiative in 
their Los Angeles offices. In what was almost a blink of an 
eye, employees no longer had assigned seats or offices. 
Nearly a decade later, CBRE now has 90 similar offices, all 
of which are widely popular with employees. Their secret? 
Choice. Employees have a wide variety of space types to 
work from when they come to the office. “We were very 
thoughtful making sure there are so many choices of 
where work gets done within four walls.” — Peter Van 
Emburgh, former Head of Global Real Estate, CBRE.



Knoll’s statistics show that 14% of the workforce will 
be fully remote post-pandemic. 30% of workers will 
be fully onsite.

30%14%

70% of Twitch’s entire real estate portfolio is 
bookable seating. But it’s not one-size-fits-all. Some 
teams (like sales) need less access to workstations 
than, say, engineers. 

70%
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At Zendesk employees reserve desks for the day

(not hour). This minimizes sanitation issues. 

DAY

At a glance
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The consensus
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Every workplace leader we’ve talked with anticipates some pushback 
by switching to a flexible seating model, despite employees wanting 
more flexibility in where they work. Showing them how little they depend 
on a dedicated desk can help, as can finding ways to let them 
personalize their immediate surroundings.



The future

of the 
workplace
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McKinsey found that up to 25 percent of the workforce can 
work from home between three and five days a week 
without a loss of productivity. That realization is sure to 
have a long-term impact on the office. But that doesn’t 
mean the office is dead — rather, it will just look different.
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https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/future-of-work/the-future-of-work-after-covid-19
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What they’re saying

Even though we have a hundred 
million square foot portfolio, we’re 
still learning. We’re constantly 
adjusting things. We don't have 
that silver bullet.

Cesar Jeri, Head of Innovation & 
Workplace Technology, Real Estate, 
Verizon

I imagine that offices are going to 
have a more homey feeling than 
they used to in the past. People 
now like working from home, and 
we have to bring the home to the 
office as well.

Liis Reisner, Workplace Project 
Manager, Wise

I think the way people work, and 
the way we design our spaces is 
going to change. It had already 
started. Take-Two, for the last five 
years, has been developing our 
space more from a hospitality 
standpoint than a traditional office 
standpoint. And I think you’re 
going to continue to see that.

Larry Charlip, Vice President of 
Facilities Management & Corporate 
Real Estate, Take-Two

I think the days of being at a

desk and being at an office 8 
hours are gone.

Izzy Sanchez, Head of Global 
Workplace & Real Estate, Twitch

“



Move past desks



Danielle Newton believes we’re all missing those 
unscheduled interactions with our colleagues that the 
office provides. She believes companies should focus

less on in-office desking, and more on building culture, 
social connections, and collaboration with space.

Looking at specific tools to foster relationships and 
ideation will be more important than the number of desks

or how they’re set up.
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What they’re doing

Think virtually



Now that more employees work from home, Twitch’s 
Izzy Sanchez is looking to level up Twitch’s virtual 
experience. One example: team meeting rooms might 
have historically had one stationary camera for virtual 
attendees. But not everyone in a meeting wants to sit 
around a desk. Some folks are in soft seating in the 
corner. Others want to walk around. Twitch is looking 
into technology that creates as close to a 360-degree 
experience as possible. “How do we democratize the 
experience of the office, no matter where you are?”

Give more space



Some real estate leaders might consider reducing their 
footprint as the office becomes optional. CBRE is 
thinking differently. They plan to give employees more 
room within their offices. Plus, they’re doubling down on 
outdoor spaces and technology to give occupants a 
better experience.

Think hospitality



Many workplace leaders see hospitality as a central part 
of the new workplace. At Take-Two, they’ve brought that 
mindset into hiring. When they hire architects to design 
new spaces, they’re hiring architects with a background 
in hospitality.

Redefine “the office”



The definition of what the office is has expanded greatly. 
It’s time to think more broadly about what defines the 
‘office ecosystem’ and what your role is in supporting 
these various work points. Some companies offer 
catering, nanny services, house cleaning, and 
ergonomic furniture.
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Across their global footprint, Wise expects most 
employees to come to the office two-to-three days 
per week. That means Wise offices will have roughly 
50% occupancy on any given day.

50%

Before the pandemic, 15% of Twilio’s workforce was 
remote. They have a post-pandemic target of 40% 
remote employees.

40%15%

Twitch is still office first, so for them to determine a 
space is no longer working, that space would need to 
be under 40% occupancy regularly.

40%

At a glance
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The consensus
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Before the pandemic, many workplace leaders gathered space 
analytics data, but didn’t know what to do with it. Now, they have 
direction. Understanding how people use your space helps you 
understand which spaces are underutilized, which rooms exceed 
desired occupancy levels, and which space types attract more 
employees to the office. “Now we're figuring out why we want to collect 
that data — and we’ll use that for future design.” — Larry Charlip, Vice 
President of Facilities Management & Corporate Real Estate.



We rolled out our Density Deployment across 2 
million square feet. And it’s the first time we’ve 
really been able to measure and track the 
amount of people coming into our space and 
actually utilizing it against a set capacity of 
seats. Imagine that.



Peter Van Emburgh, former Head of Global Real Estate, CBRE

Learn how to use Density’s trusted space analytics to 
design and manage your new workplace.

Get a Demo
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https://www.density.io/demo

